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Columbia gets
2 million dollar
face lift

Photos by: Peter Rindskopf
By Robert Bergsvik

What does Columbia get for two
million dollars, a summer of con·
s tru ctio n and h u ndreds of
blueprints? A headache fo r
students trying to find some
classes.
The dust has settled on Columbia
College's most ambitious rennova·
tion ever, resulting in a larger and
more modern 11th Street Theater.
Moreover, the 600 S. Michigan
campus now houses a new student
lounge in the basement, 15 extra
classrooms a nd additional library,
computer, and broadcast space,
according to Bert Gall, Dean of
Student Services.
Columbia has rented six other
classrooms at Spertus College of
Judaica, 618 S. Michigan.
The 11th Street Theater, benefit·
ting from a $1.3 million restoration
and remodeling, now contains a
new student lounge, extra music
practice rooms and a " brand new"
theater interior.
In fact, two stories built onto the
rear or the lith Street building. as
well as other construction, have
added 29,000 square feet or "effec·
tive" space, said Gall. The
photography and film departments
have both gained large studios
there as a result.
The Photography Department
( :onl. Ufl vu:::r '
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B u dget wars
(41stl ward office. It Is Interesting
by Bob Bergsvik

ChlcagoFest flopped , yet planning continues for a 1992 World's
Fair. The White Sox are setting
Comiskey Park on fire, but the
prospect of a Chicago schoolteachers strike has taxpayers gripping
their wallets.
For every good note, the city Is
staggered by some bad news.
This su mmer, Chicago politics
was much the same . We've had one
alderman kidnapped, 23 tax appeal
board members Indicted for corruption and an alleged plot to
assassinate Mayor Washington.
Between the city layoffs, financial
crisis and potential violence things
certainly haven't been boring.
What has dragged on, however,
· Is the pace of the city's fiscal and
political reform. Ever since last
spring, when the Mayor and Ald.
Burke tried to out-do one another
with open city records proposals,
few compromises on reform have
been reached.
A glaring example Is the city
budget battle. After a summer
useless debate. the Vrdolyak 29
almost 'tell over themselves to approve a limited form or the
Mayor's original budget request $11.9 million. Unfortunately, the
approval came on the eve of
Washington's Ill -fated visit to New
York City investment bondsmen .
Curious ly - but not so surpris ing
to some pundits - the 29's change
or heart came only after the Issuing of 2,045 city pink slips, Including hundreds or police and fire
officers.
But the 29, not the Mayor, took
the heat from laid-off city workers.
An NBC News segment broadcast
the angry crowd of newly-fired
policemen and firefighters houndIng Alderman Roman Puctnskl's

to speculate on the number of Irate
phone calls and sudden visits
received on that one by the 29.
Mayor Washington, during a
primary campaign stop at Colum_bla College, called this pressure
"massive heat" - a sort of mass
buttonholing of uncooperative
aldermen . But the people on the
chopping block were the Council
majority's own, many of whom are
the nuts and bolts of the old
" Machine."
Predlctibly, the main performers In the budget drama are at
It again.
Another 734 got the ax early In
September.
Burke 's lawyer has filed a
restraining order seeking to halt
the newest layoffs. and instead
furlough the workers four days a
year. The proposal. according to
Washington's s taff, Is more costly
to the city tha n an outright firing.
Moreover. the proposal seems to
be the only one available to the 29
- they keep trotting it out like las t
year's news.

Enough already , Ch icagoa ns
should be screaming. The broken
record of missed compromises.
heated firings and hindering
laws uits by the Council majority
members must s top. Beside the
cost of carrying 734 una fford a ble
city workers, and court cos ts
<guess who pays for that ?l, there
is the continuin g danger to
Chicago's shaky BBB plus credit
rating.
Unless the 29 offer a realistic
budget plan, one that looks beyond
embarrassing the mayor, they had
better allow other initiatives to be
passed. They can' t s tall city
finances with hot air, and then cry
sour grapes when we go broke.
How much more fen ce straddling can Chicago stand•

Another Vietnam?
by Peter Rindskopf

History will repeal Itself and
America Is once again fighting someone else's war, a war that Is
polntless·and useless to explain.
America will always fight someone else's war desp ite the
bloody lessons that are taught each
time we gel involved.
Vietnam is still fresh In our
minds. We don't like to talk about
Vietnam, well we try not to
anyway .
That small, arid country in the
Middle East called Lebanon Is
where our boys are dying right
now. It Is quite ha rd to believP. this
Is happening agatr., American Gls
dyin g on foreign soli on a
peacekeeping mission that we all
should be proud of .
It was exciting at first. The mission displayed American might In
the Middle East. But as time went
by In the past year they've been
there In Beirut, we lost Interest ;
our attention was diverted on
events in Central America, North
Africa, and the Sea of Japan. But
the cris is In Lebanon wasn 't over,
talks failed and the fighting continued, but th is the fighting Involved our boys and resulted In four

dead and many injured.
The situation in Lebanon Is a
serious one. America has already
made a commitment. Is it, In other
words, too late to pack it up and
leave?
America Is too s trong a nd proud
to leave Lebanon. Reme mber the
U.S. Embassy In Saigon In April,
1975? We weren't too strong a nd
proud to leave then. America
doesn't want another VIetnam, the
only way to avoid one from happening again Is to leave now before
we are much more committed in
fighting someone else's war. We
can't be too proud to do that. The
world may look down upon
America, but we can say we tried,
and that Is all.
People die In Lebanon everyday.
Lebanon must learn to solve their
own problems. We a re not fighting
communis m In the Middle East,
nor even the threat of lt. Communi s m Is America's worst
enemy, and If we leave, Lebanon
will not fall to the red hands of
Communis m .
People will die In Lebanon everyday with or without American Involvement.
All we can say Is pack It up and
leave before It gets too late.

The Columbia Chronicle Is the s tudent newspaper of Columbia College. The opinions expressed arc those of the editoria l staff and do not
nece••a rlly re fl ect the v iews of Columbia College.

L etter to the Editor.
Dea r Les Brownlee.
I J UST recentl y graduated from
Columbia, and I was very disappointed about the way Columbia
handled graduation.
I was at the Dance Center con·
stantly a nd very Isolated from activities at the main campus.
Therefore, when I did graduate, I
felt very bad because I hardly
knew a soul.
I am writing you this letter in the
hope that you might bring the
future graduates of Columbia Col-

lege a little bit closer.
I PROPOSE that at some time
during the year, you give room In
your newsletter to the graduates.
You might try sending out an Interview to each candidate for graduation. The Interview would contain
Information about past experience,
present preoccupation, and future

people I didn't know a thing about,
and that made rne feel very empty
Inside! There really Isn' t an~
memoriesof this college except for
what I did at the Dance Center.
I sincerely hope that you can try
to work something out In the future
graduates. I'm sure everyone
would appreciate lt. I know th~

plans. You might even try featur·

wouJd have.

lng a small picture of them practicIng his/ her art.
I'm suggesting this because I
feel I graduated with a bunch of

Sincerely,
Kathy Broughton
Mlnooka, IL

Art students ...
Here's your chance to break into
print. The Columbia Chronicle Is
sponsoring Its first " Logo Competition" and everyone Is welcome to
submit up to three original Columbia Chronicle logo designs.
The deadline for the competition
Is Oct. 15, 1983. The Chronicle staff
will then choose one design that
will appear on the front page in
every Issue of the Chronicle this
semester.
The winner will receive h is or

her name In the Columbia Chronicle masthead, and will receive
recognition In the Oct. 24 Issue.
Please submit up to three logo
designs on a 10 Inch by 1'h-tnch
piece of sturdy cardboard (the actual size of the logo on the front
page >. You can submit one or two
designs, but your chances of winning are better If you submit three
designs. Put your name and
telephone number on the back of
each design.

Now, whatwe'relooklngforla811
original design that )VUI appeal to
everyone.
Drop off your designs In the Columbia Chronicle office In lounge on
the basement level just below the
stairway.
Remember, the deadline Ia Oct.
15, 1983, so get those designs In our
hands by then. If you have UIJ
questions, call us at 66$-1100, ex·
tension 343 or stop In anytime.
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Draft aid deadline approaches
by Bob Bergsvik

mon Act remains to be heard by
The good news is that federal the U.S. Supreme Court.
educational aid Is sUI) available.
All students receiving Work·
The bad news Is that to become Study, Pell Grant and federal
eligible for the aid, a student must Guaranteed Loan funding must
register for the draft by October I .
complete the Statement, said
Fortunately, said Ray Pranske, Pranske. Illinois State Scholarship
director of Financial Aid at Colum· recipients must also complete the
bla College, "our students are In form, he said.
great shape."
" As long as the student signs the
••our students won't encounter
form prior to Oct. I, there Is no
any difficulty whatsoever," said
problem," said Pranske.
Praoske, referring to the more
After that, said Captain Walls,
than 2,800 Columbia students who
receive some form of federal edu· Region Ill Selective Service direc·
tor,
a student obtaining federal aid
cational ald. He said 99 percent of
those students had previously com- who hasn't completed the Statepleted the Statement of Educa· ment may be charged with per·
jury. However, said Walls, the
tlonal Purpose.
Under the 1982 Solomon Act, Agency welcomes questions rather
twice delayed by court tests and by than prosecution.
the Department of Education, stu·
Furthermore, he said the form
dents receiving federal school aid must be completed annually. Stumust complete the two part State· dents transferring to or from Col·
ment. Part two of the Statement In· umbla, and who have completed
eludes Selective Service questions, the 1983 form, need not currently
said Pranske.
repeat the procedure.
The constitutionality of the SoloIn addition, federal education

Tuition rises
by Bob Bergsvik
Tuition Increases, like death and
taxes, are a sure thing at Chicago
area schools. Columbia College Is
no exception.
'
Full time tuition for Columbia
students has !ncreased 8.5 percent
this fall. as opposed to state-wide
Increases averaging 10 percent,
accordi ng to officials of the Illinois
Board of Higher Education.
Columbia's full-time tuition has
risen to S1n5 from $1635 per
semester. Other changes, detailed
In a new tuition schedule released
by college president Mike Alexan·
droff, mean that part-time tuition
has Increased to $125 from Sll5 an
hour, a 10 percent Increase,
Columbia's last tuition increase
occurred In fall 1982.
Registration-related fees such as
the registration, acceptance and
library materials deposit charges
remain unchanged. However.
semester hour charges for summer, graduate and full- time
students taking more than 16 hours
have also risen to $104, $147 and

$109 respectively.
This fall, college tuition nationwide, has averaged a nine to 10
percent Increase, according to the
American Council on Education.
The Columbljl increase results
from three factors, said Bert Gall.
Dean of Administration . New
faculty positions as well as teacher
raises account, In part, for tuition
Increases.
In addition, said Gall, Columbia's "resource Intensive" facili·
Jles are costly.
.
"The 8.5 percent increase is
hardly even an inflationary increase. We're not exempt from in·
flatlon," said Gall.
But Columbia is also not exempt
from costly remodeling and a pro·
posal that, for the first time,
Chicago colleges and universities
would not get a pass on their city
water bills, as they do now. Gall
estimated the college's summer
remodeling costs at $2 milion.
"If we Jose the exemption on the
water tax, that could easily
amount to $75,000-$80,000 a year,"
said Gall.

Registrants glide
past bottlenecks
by Roshon Barnwell
Columbia College stlldents are
thrilled to death over how smooth
and convenient registration has
been compared to previous years.
In past years, registering at Col·
umbla has been frustrating and an
all day ordeal, often resulting in
students having to continue the
process into the next day.
Fortunately that Is not the case
this fall. according to many returning students.
Carolyn Drummond. a television
major. expressed joy over how fast
she completed registration. It took
three hours less.
"Last year I came in at 2:00 and
finished at 7:00. This year I came
in at 2 :00 and finished at 3:45."
said Drummond.
C,lynis Ewing. a journalism ma·
jor. boasted it took only 90 minutes
to register this fall. unhke last spring. which she claimed took more
than five hours to complete.
"It's a whole lot better this Fall
semester." she <-oncluded.
The process was a great deal
smoother and comfortable too. according to SUzanne Fauteu.'<.

assistance is still available.
"There is still Pell Grant. Illinois
State Scholarship, and Guaranteed

Loan money available." said Pranske.
But less than a week remains to

apply for federal aid. he said.'Further information can be obtained in
the Financial Aid Office. room 300.

New chairman, director
appointments initiated here
by Roshon Barnwell and
Robert Bergsvik
Among the new faces at Columbia this Fall are a college trustee,
a department chairman and a
funding development director.
Columbia's newest department
chairman wants to impro~e the
sequence of liberal arts classes in
order to aid students reading
writing and thinking abilities.
Dr. E . Van Marter. new chairman of the Liberal Education
Department, also criticized other
college's liberal education offerings.
"Many colleges that claim to
provide a liberal education do not
pay attention to reading, writing
and thinking," said van Marter.
"They may point to " showpiece
-( class), but it takes a total approach."
That total approach, he said.
should include the availability of
progressively challenging
classes. In that way a studentmuch like an athlete in trainingwill encounter a gradually increasing level of academic
challenge.
But, he added, a course that
"ignores a weak student's
needs" won't last long. Ideally,
each course should "make a
significant demand" on a student's abilities.
Van Marter called a more
cohesive liberal arts formal a
complement to the professional
skills taught at Columbia. He
singles out precise thinking as a
requirement for advancement
within the communications in·
dustry.
"We must be trained from birth
to think," he said.
Dr. van Marter's own training
includes teaching positions in
humanities at the University or
Chicago, and at the Chicago City
Colleges. Moreover, he developed
and was chairm a n of the
philosophy department at
California State College, at San
Bernardino.
He also served as Dean of Lake
Erie College, and as Dean of Arts
and Humanities at Shippensburg

Dr. Leslie E . Van Marter
State College in Pennsylvania .
Dr. van Marter replaced Lo\Jis
Silverstein as Liberal Education
chairman on Sept. I. The department currently is divided tntu Con
temporary Studie s. th e
Humanities and Life Arts areas.
Silver stein. who resigned as
chairman last semester. remains
a full-time instructor.
Moreover, two other key Col·
umbia positions have been filled.
Mirron Alexandrorr. president
of Columbi a, has appointed
Sonya Guttman Associate Director of Development.
Guttman, in her new capacity
at Columbia, will be responsible
for encouraging and collecting in·
dividual and Board donations.
She also will have some input in
planning and implementing Columbia's development-related
events.
Gutmann maintains that it is
getting harder to get private and
corporate foundations to donate
funds, partially because of
government cuts.
Jack Wolfsohn, director of
Development, echoed Gutmann's
statement and carried it further.
"There are about 300,000
organizations currently seeking
donations and the number is still
growing."
"That is the problem,"
Wolfsohn added, " the number of

donors has not grown as rapidly."
"Funds donated to the-Development department are used at the
college's discretion.··· said
Wolfsohn.
According to Gutmann. donalions arc earmarked for three
areas: student ald. faculty needs
and capital development.
Before coming to Columbia,
Gutmann served as Director of
Donor Relations for 16 years at
the University of Chicago. She
also had starr responsibility for a
365-member Women's Board and
Library Society .
In addition, Marvin Fitch has
joined the Board of Trustees of
Columbia College. Fitch, a
registered architect and a
member or the firm
Loewenberg/Fitch, received his
bachelor or science in architecture from the University of Illinois with honors.
Fit~h has received awards and
honors for desig ning such
buildings as Kennedy-King College' Thorton Community Col·
lege ; the factory and office
building for the Chicago Aerial
Industries in Barrington, Illinois;
King Cole Apartment building In
Miami Beach; the Velslcol
Chemical Headquarters building
In Chicago, and the BirminghamJeffer son Civic Center In BirmIngham, AL.

" It's much mor e or ganized than
last year. Even though we waited
In line, we had a place to sit," she
said.
Kate Asselin , Director of
Records Department, said better
organization and scheduling
students according to their l ast
names allowed for measured
registration process.
"The problems we've had are
the same as last year, only there
have been fewer of them." said
Asselin.
Aisha de Haas. complained of
the alphabetization procedure, in
which students. depending on their
last names have to register at different times.
"Even though there weren 't any
lines. studenls still to wait at least
an hour before they could begin
registration.·· she said.
Valerie Collins. a bursar. attributed the success to the computers working perfectly.
"In the past, when students
registered for a class that was clos·
ed. it took a long time on the computers to detect. Now it's noted
almost instantly." said Collins.

~sew;~ V~enna Beej. HOT DOGS·
'~-

WITH AU. THE FIXINGS

CALL FOR FAST PICK-UP
Got something to sell? Sell it in the
Chronicle classifieds.

*SAICJWICHES
SUBMARINE
* FRESH
POPCORN

663-0243
*TAFFY
APPLES

*ICE

CREAM

112 Block South of Congress 539 S. WABASH
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DANCE DEPARTMENT
Auditions for "Amartia," by guest artists-In-residence Claudia
Gllelman, will be held at the Dance Center, 4730 N. Sheridan Rd., on
Oct. 4. The 6 p.m. auditions will culminate In two performances of the
work on Nov. 11th and 12th. Also, Bella Lewltzky will appear before a
'Master Class' of advanced Dance students Monday, Oct. 3 at 10:30
a.m. Lewtizky's modern dance company will give only one performance later that night at 8 p.m. at the Dance Center. Csll Barbara
Tuss, 271·7804, for further details.
THEATER/MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Auditions begin 1·6 p.m. Sept. 28th and 29th for a production of Ray
Arariha's "My Sister, My Sister" at the 11th Street Theater. The proauction, directed by Paul Carter Harrison, opens Sunday, Nov. 6 and
will continue Wednesday through Sunday for two weeks. For further
information call Theater/Music at 663-9462.
PLACEMENT OFFICE
The first two of 12 Career Workshops are scheduled for early Oct.
Goal Setting/ Career Planning Is the subject of a Monday, Oct. 10
workshop, set for 1 p.m. Effective Business Communications is
scheduled for Oct. 17 at two p.m. Both workshops are set for room 1202.
Contact the Placement Office for details.
PHOTOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT
Jacqueline Livingston will present a slide lecture on "Sightseeing
and Sights Unseen" Oct. 7 at 7:30p.m. in the Ferguson Theater. The
lecture, open to the public for a $5 fee, is in conjunction with her earlier
appearance before a special Photo Department class. Contact Coppin,
extension 320, for details.
GALLERY
Mayor Harold Washington appeared at the Gallery Wednesday,
Sept. 14, at a testimonial cocktail party for one of his top administrators. Joseph Gardner, acting Coll)missioner of the Department of Neighborhoods, was feted at an affair llosted by the South
Shore Commission, and surrounded by "Considering Beauty in
PhotographJZ."
WCRX

WCRX programmers, led by new program Director Bryan
Williams, ha_ve switched to a "Progressive-Urban Contemporary" format from their previous " Block Programming" approach. Also,
Music Director Steve Harris presides over a new professionallyequipped production studio. The station plans to broadcast Jazz and
Blues music after 7 p.m. on weeknights and an hour-long Sports Talk
Show on Saturday afternoons. WCRX Is broadcast on 88.1 FM.
JOURNALISM DEPARTMENT
Chairman Daryle Feldmeir may soon announce the development of
a graduate Journalism Division. The department has added two
Editing on Computer classes, as well as one section or Criticism and
Reviewing-taught by Alan Gross of Chicago Magazine.

Street and the new facilities allow
10 students to work simultaneously, he said.
Gall referred to the new 3,300
square foot rum studio as " truly
professional."
·

" We've literally redone
everything In the <11th Street campus> building in the two to three
years we (Columbia) have owned ·
It," said Gall.
Columbia first leased the
building in 1976, he said. ·
Top to bottom changes in the
Michigan Ave. campus have cost
$700,000 for construction, equipment and furniture, said Gall.
Another cost is the old seventh
floor lounge's lake view, now that a
replacement lounge three times
the size has been relocated to the
basement. ,
"The only glory of the old lounge
was the view or Lake Michigan,"
said Gall.
He said couches are on order for
the lounge's west section- the

chairs are already ln.place.
The lounge-and the new basement office of the Columbia
Chronicle-are served by a stairway at Harrison St., and a recently
extended elevator.
Columbia's library's expansion
onto the third floor was allowed for
additional student seating and
shelf space for recently bought
YMCA College books, said Head
Librarian, Susan Edwards. She
said the library now contains 220
seals and 60,000 volumes.
" With enough space, It will be
easier to get around In here," said
Edwards.
Fourth floor changes include an
enlarged typing room for the Journalism department, and a new
micropcumputer classroom in 411.
The extra computer room, said
Gall, will allow for general student
accesswhen not In use for classes.
Gall said the college now owns 25
mlcro-eomputers.
A general access typing area,

Columbia typewriter total to 54.
RemoCieltng on the seventjl fioor
has provided new offices for the
Arts Entertatiiment and Media
Management Program
(AEMMP J. Another cbanae .results In a new production studio
for the Radio Department, In addl·
lion to their old broadcast studio.
The Television Department bas
benefitted from the construction of
the new video editing suites.
Located on the 15th floor, the
editing suites will allow for twice
the previous number or · T.V.
classes, said Gall.
Still another move provides
room for expansion of the
Generative Systems Program on
the 13th floor. The move of the
program- referred to as "Imaging
systems" by program director
Peter Hunt Thompson-wtll result
In Increased equipment space.
Finally, looking for the Career
Planning/Placement Office? Try
room 1201.

Show,yourc~

a Dutch of Class.
6 bottles of Grolsch-the "300-year-old brewing masterpiece from Holland ~
6 bottles of what experts are calling the best tasting beer sold today. And 6 great ways
to show your class what class is all about.

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION DEPT.
A complete reorganization of the V.A. department will !>e in effect
October 1st with Ray Pranske, former director of financial aid, as the
new certifying official for the V.A.
Former V.A. official Alan Clark was promoted to Bursar August 1st.
Clark encourages all students receiving veterans benefits to meet
their new director early In the semester.
ACADENUCADVISORDEPARTMENT
Mary Dougherty, Eileen Cherry and Hubert Davis have joined the
Department.
Academic Advisors Robert Padjen and Wayne Tukes are coordinating a spectal services department for new students.
Several workshops are planned throughout the semester. Contact
Dee Cooke en the 3rd floor or call663-1600 ext. 145 for more details.
TELEVISION DEPARTMENT
Studio "B".has been totally remodeled and ready for "action."
AEMMP
New offices are in the "old" 7th floor cafeteria space.

us.
American

Red Cross

+

Together,
we can
change things.
A ~lC a... leo of Thlt H"'opopor
I The Ad~e,liting Council

N
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LAGER BEER
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A brewer's masterpiece from Holland~
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Radio station ''sees'' the news
by Cynthia Keenan

Did you read Royko 111is morning? How about that neat article on
daredevils in the recent issue or
Time? Did you finish The Valley of
the Horses yet?
Whatever you have read there
are an estimated 20,000 people in
the Chicago area who have not
read anything.
Because or visual impairments
or physical handicaps that prevent
them from holding a publication,
nearly 20,000 people are without
what we take lor granted ; the
ability to hold something and read
it.
Or are they?
Chicagoland Radio Information
Service <CRISl, a two year old, independent, non-profit organization
does the 'reading' lor nearly 6,000
of these "print handicapped" people.
Every day approximately 25
volunteers head to the CRIS
studios at 425 N. M1chigan Ave. to
read newspapers, books and magazines over the air to their print
handicapped audience.
With a lull time paid professional
starr of six, and 200 volunteers in
all, CRIS, broadcasts 7 days a
week, 24-hours-a-day and -11 hours
on Sunday.
1bese unpaid volunteers read

hard news, sports columns,
features, business news. editorials,
shopping ads, classified ads, community services information,
magazines , co mics , a nd
everything else round in the
newspaper every day.
The Chicago Tribune, Sun-Times
and Daily Defender are just a few
or the many newspapers which are
read word for word over the air to
CRIS listeners. And according to
Kathy Bikos, station manager. 20
more suburban newspapers have
been added to meet the needs or
those in such ,towns as Skokie, Berwyn and Park Ridge.
In addition to newspapers, CRIS
broadcasts readings from
magazines about business and
sports, and women's and men's
service magazines such as
Glamour and GQ. For a dash or
spice, CRIS recently added the
"Adult Hour," scheduled lor 11:30
p.m. , which has become one or the
more popular progra ms. Playboy,
Forum and Judith Krantz's novel
"Scruples" are just a few or the
publications they have read.
Besides the " Adult Hour,"
grocery and display ads, classified
ads and hard news are the
segments that listeners respond to
most, according to Bikos. Many
have found jobs and apartments
through this service, she said.

In addi t io n to readi n g
newspapers, magazines and books,
CRIS produces programs of
special interest to its listeners.
Through information sent from
the city or Chicago and Shadow
Traffic services, CRIS is able to
broadcast the whereabouts or any
city construction going on in
Chicago. This way their listeners
find out when and where the potentially dangerous areas are and can
plan to avoid them il they need to.
They also produce shows designed to help the handicapped pursue
careers. Such topics as "how to
write a resume" and interviewing
techniques are covered.
Community Calendar, a nother
segment produced by CRIS, gives
a weekly update or plays, musicals
and dance performances in the
Chicago area. Included in these updates are information about
wheelchair accessability. Structural aspects or a specific building
that may present a problem to the
handicapped are also mentioned.
CRIS also broadcasts "walking
tours" programs. A tour ol a
museum or a day at Wrigley Field CRIS volunteers preparing for airtime.
<Photo by Peter Rindskopfl
are described in detail. "We even
As expected, senior citizens hosting programs. One such protalk to the vendors at the games,"
make up the largest group within gram, "A Second Opinion," is
saidBikos.
According to Bi kos, CRIS CRIS' audience; 40 percent. But, hosted by one or three doctors who
according
to Bikos, the ages or works with the producer to select
reaches a 55 mile radius which includes areas "beyond the Loop and their listeners range from 35-80. and develop a topic.
She also said that 82 percent are
south into Indiana."
CRIS also has a student internCRIS is broadcast over a subcar- "visually impaired."
ship program. Among other things,
People or all ages and interns prepare and edit copy, and
rier station of WBEZ, (91.5 FMl,
Chicago's public radio station. backgrounds give their time and according to Bikos, "can move into
Because of this, it is not possible to talent to CRIS radio, but senior producing positions," provided
hear CRIS on just any radio. Pre- citizens make up a large portion of their work performance is up to
Right next door to the parking tuned receivers are lent out, at no the volunteer corps. Bikos says CRIS' prolessional standards.
garage you can get a good break- cost to those identified as "print they are " always looking for
CRIS is located in the Chicago
volunteers." Good reliable people
fast for under $3.00. For example, handicapped."
Of CRIS' 6,000 listeners, approx- "who preferably live close by" are Public Library at 425 N. Michigan
between 6-ll a.m., one egg with
bacon, sausage or Canadian bacon, imately 4,000 are confined to invited to audition to become a Ave ., behind the Eq uit able
Building. Anyone interested in
hash browns and toast with butter hospitals or nursing homes. Bikos CRIS reader.
Volunteers also can become in- learning more about CRIS radio
and jelly is $2.57. A free orange says patients in 10 metropolitan
hospitals now have access to CRIS. volved in producing and later should cail670-4318.
drink and coffee are included.
If you become a " regular" at the
Harrison Snack Shop and you are L----------------------------------------------------------.J
one or those who pre~ty much eats
the same thing every morning, you other things, a soup and salad bar That's the first street west of original Roosevelt in its mosaic
Michigan Avenue. Right around and marble filled lobby.
won't even have to give the wait- available for $3.95.
II you have some more time,
ress your order... she'li see you sit
For those of you who like to the corner on Harrison and
down and order up your meal, just " check out" the salad bar items Wabash there is Nick's Carry Outs. scoot upstairs to the second floor.
before you decide to sit down, here Open til 9 p.m., Monday through A solarium, which overlooks
the way you like it.
Now how about those days when is a sneak preview. Spinach, let- Friday, Nick specializes in gyros, Michigan Avenue, provides a nice
you don't have morning classes? tuce, raw vegetables, cottage chicken, burgers and sandwiches.
view.
While you're in the solarium ,
And for those of you who would
Well there a re many places to eat cheese, cole slaw, fruit and bean
lunch, or for you night school sprouts were just a few or the items like a taste or the orient, there is note the road to the right. That is
on display. There a re also a couple Mah Wah's Chinese restaurant Congress Avenue, the vista to the
students, dinner.
The Americana Congress Hotel, of loaves or bread. Those dining on located on Wabash, just north or Buckingham Fountain.
on the next block north or Colum- the salad bar are invited to slice Nick's.
If you've got a couple or hours to
They also have take out service. kill and you need to get away from
bia, is the closest place around . their own.
Then you can top off your Think or those nights when your the perpetual rumbles or the stuThe hotel houses several eateries.
The Buckingham Pub, on the healthy low-cal meal with a double class ends at 8 p.m. and you stili dent lounge, the Fountain is the
scoop
of chocolate ice cream. The have a 45 minute train ride before place to go. Although it is usually
northeast corner of Harrison and
Michigan is a hop away from your Eatery's hours are 6 a.m. to 10 you get home. What could be more shut orr around Labor Day, the
wonderful than having dinner in gardens and greenery around it
1:30 Fiction Writing class. They p.m. every day.
The Gazebo, another restaurant your hot little hands ready to eat as are worth the walk.
advertise such culinary delights as
Sitting in the park with a book or
pizza, chili, sandwiches and hot in the hotel, offers a "Gazebo- soon as you walk in the dor? Mah
dogs. A must for the junk food afi- burger" for $3.50. P rice includes Wah's is open until ll :30 p.m. even your Sony Walkman is a great
way
to spend a couple of hours.
every
night
except
coleslaw and french lries. To get to
Sunday.
cionado.
Some of you may say, the FounThe Sweet and Simple Eatery, the Gazebo, one must enter
tain is nice but where can you go
which can be approached either through the lobby of the hotel.
that's close, quiet and condusive to
!rom Michigan Avenue or through
There are other things to do
reading or writing, away Irom Colthe lobby of the hotel, has among besides eat in the Americana Congress. A few doors down from the
umbia ?
Artists and Rogues on 422 S.
Buckingham Pub is a game room
Wabash may be just what you are
with four video games.
The lobby or the hotel is a nice
looking for.
place to sit a nd study or just relax.
Serving breaklast from 6:30 to 11
The immense room is decorated
Assuming not ali of you want to a.m ., and Creative" sandwiches
with sort comfortable chairs in spend your money in restaurants 3 until 6 p.m., Artists and Rogues ofwhich you can lean back and care- times a day, there are places to go fers the budding writer or artist
solitude; with just enough environlessly gaze at the intricate mosaic with, or without, your brown bag.
around the edge or the ceiling. The
Roosevelt University, one block ment to keep he or she too far from
lobby is usually pretty active but north of Columbia on Michigan day-dreaming.
watching the travelers come and Avenue houses a bit of Chicago
A breaklast of ham and cheese
on a muffin costs $1.40. One of their
go, frequently can be a lorm or history in its lobby.
entertainment.
Through the revolving doors and sandwich specialties, corn beef,
There is also a variety store to the right is a small display with roast beef and jack cheese on rye,
located next to the main entrance pictures and brief commentaries AKA "The Artist," is $3.30.
or the building. It's a gift shop but on the history of the building.
In addition to the "stacked"
most or the items are souvenirs or Roosevelt University, which used sandwiches and specialties, Artists
and
Rogues offer a candy, nut and
Chicago.
to be a hotel, was built in 1889.
On those days when you have
There are chairs in the display dried lruit bar.
They also display and sell origimore time, you might want to area. When you can, take a few
wander over to Wabash Avenue. minutes to sit and ponder the nal artwork, posters and prints.
Going back to school may not be
so bad after all. There are plenty of
NEVER MEASURE THE HEiGHT OF A MOUNTAIN,
things to do besides study, but if
UNTIL YOU HAVE REACHED THE TOP. THEN
you must ... . Columbia College
library is open Monday through
YOU 'LL SEE HOW LOW IT WAS.
Thursday 8 a.m. to to · p.m., Fridays 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. a nd Saturday
-Dag Hammarskjold
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sorry, It's closed
Sundays.

N Qthing to do?
by Cynthia Keenan

It's true. Summer is over. When
did It hit you? While you were
standing In one or those exciting
registration Jines? Or was it this
morning on that crowded non-airconditioned bus?
Well take heed. Things aren't all
that bad, even If you are taking 16
credits!
Belore, after, or in between
those classes, you, the hardworking Columbia College student can
seek refuge <or if you prefer, a
hamburger), In one of the many
hot spots in Columbia •s neighborhood.
But first, il you are not a CTA or
RTA rider you may need a place to
park. Right next door to Columbia,
on Harrison St., is a garage for
student& to use. <The entranceway
looks like an alley .. .look for the
white sign with red lettering. l
Prices ar e pretty reasonable at
$2.70 (plus 30 cents city tax >for all
day parking. And II you get there
before 8 a.m., the price is $2.45. If
you find someone to commute
with, parking could end up being
even cheaper.
OK. You're parked and ready to
go. But In your rush (did you really
rush??) to get to school, you forgot
to eat breakfast. Never fear, the
Harrison Snack Shop is here!
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Vatican pieces b

Wreath, with the arms of Pope Innocent VIII, B. Bugllonl

Apollo Belvedere

An alarm rings out. The gray
uniformed security. guards scurry
from the corners of the gallery and
converge on an offending woman.
The engrossed woman, stretching
toward Carravagio's "The Deposl·
tion," startles a t the guard's tired
refrain.
" Please do not lean over the rail·
tng or you will set orr an ala rm,"
drones the black guard. "This Is a
recording."
Perhaps 800,000 people will pass
the guards at the Vatican Collec·
tions: The Papacy and Art, this
summer at the Art Institute of
Chicago. And on weekends It
seems that they are all there at
once.
INSPIRED BY Pope John P aul
II'S huge Grant Park audience four
years ago, and encouraged by the
suggestion of Cardinal Cooke or
New York. the Vatican lirst considered sending P apal art to the
New World.
But the Vatican Collections
wasn't built In a day - or a year,
for that matter. Between the threeyear-long planning and the Vatican
art's July 21 opening at the Art In·
stitute, "a series or terrible In·
cidents" occurred, said Ian Wardropper, Liaison Curator for the
Vatican Collections. Before the
"Augustus of Prima Porta" began
Its reign in Gallery 11, It twice suf·
fered near disasters.
Reverent handling Is required
for the well-preserved, slightly
larger-than-life Roman statue,
sculpted a round the time of
Christ's birth. Its triple crate pack·
ing was damaged in New York.
HOWEVER, SAID Wa rdropper,
It took a low Kennedy Expressway
overpass at Ohio St. to stall the
statue, a mile or traffic and "our
usual police escort or seven pollee
cars." More difficulties lay ahead.
More tha n three weeks or 12-hour
workdays kept Wardropper off the
streets. He took "crash courses" In
art transportation, design and
media relations. A new loading
doorway had to be broken open at
the Monroe St. entrance.
" I ' m sti ll not co mpletely
satis!ied with the lighting for the
paintings," he said, adding that the
Vatican Collections Inhabits the
" largest noorspace or any exhibit
ever" at the Art Institute.
THE EXHIBITION opens with
early Christian art. E ntitled The
Popes and Old St. P eter's, the section includes papal busts, mosaics,
applique reliefs and fr esco
fragments . Mos t remarkable,
however, are a richly carved sarcophagus and a red silk cope.
The sarcophagus, dating from
shortly after the end or Roman
persecutions or Christians, was
discovered beneath Old St. Peter's
Church. Art Institute visitors expressed amazement a t the Intricacy or the accompanying threedi.Jnensional reliefs .
The red silk cope - a ceremonial
vestment - is or 13th century
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English design. Biblical naur--111
gold and ~ silver thread ftlter
geometrically across the Jarte
semi-circular cope.
A GIOTTO mosaic caUMCI visitor to marvel at the vivid colon
of the heavily restored work.
Heavy restoration of some or lbe
Vatican art Is an unfortuante (or
fortunate ) keynote to the exhlbl·
tlon. Nearly 60 Vatican artisans
tolled for three years to clean and
restore the hardest-used antiquities.
Restoration for the Vatican Col·
lectlons was funded by the " pooled
resources" of the American tour's
three museums, said Wardropper.
More than $750,000 was provided
by the Metropolitan Museum of
New York, the Art Institute and the
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco.
IT PAYS orr In the second section
- Patronage and Collecting:
From Nicholas Ill (1277-«l) to Clement X 0 67G-76).
This section of the exhibition
celebrates Papal collecting In lbe
Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque
art eras, when the Vatican greaUy
Increased Its artistic predominance In Europe. The Baroque era
was the time of the greatest Papal
art collecting, said Wardropper,
who Is also assistant Curator for
European Scull_lture and Painting
at the Institute.
The Baroque Is amply representIng by terra cotta statues and a
bust of Pope Urban VIII by Glan
Lorenzo Bernini - Wardropper's
favorite artist - as well as the
very popular Papini tapestries.
HOWEVER, JUDGING from
Chicagoans' attention to Roman
sculpture, such as the three "Mu.aes
and the " Boy With A Goose," ancient statuary seemed clearly
preferrable. And the best was yet
to come.
"The Apollo Belvedere" has
seen a hard 18 centuries. Despite
the loss of both forearms and Its
genitalia, the Roman copy of a
Greek bronze remains true to tbe
classical Ideal. Simply spoken, the
"Apollo" is the best the Vatican
Collections can offer .
Sharing a gallery with the
" Apollo Belvedere," but magnlll·
cent In their own right, are
" Miraculous Draught of Fishel"
tapestry (Peter Van- Aelst, 1519)
a nd the " Belvedere Torso."
THE ALMOST 16 by 14 foot Van
Aelst work fatfly challenges
Belverderes (and the visitor ) with
its size and sparkling polychromatic detail. Completed In sUk,
wool and silver-gilt thread,
tapestry Is believed to be tn..Dired~•
by a Raphael cartoon.
" The Belvedere Torso" may
most remarkable for Its A n...ntan~
origin and - with Its massive
sique - as an
Michelangelo's classic
But the Torso predates the
Renaissance man by more than lo
centuries.

Rome to Chicago
pressionistic "Study For The
Crucifixion," decided that the missionary objects lost the staredown.
Expect the gift shop attendants
to stare you down for $9.50 for
poster reproductions of Papal art.
The Vatican-authorized paperback
catalogue costs $14.95. In addition
to the $4 exhibition ticket, a self
guiding audio phone can be rented
for$2.50.
SOME ART critics have condemned· the big bucks financing
and heavy media hyping of the
Vatican Collections: The Papacy
and Art.
The exhibition is sponsored by
PhUip Morris Inc., to the tune of $3
million. Chicago sponsors include
the Continental Illinois Na tiona!
Bank and the City of Chicago.
Total exhibition costs may exceed
$8 million dollars.
What may especially irk the
critics, In light of the wholesale
commercialization of the 1984 Los
Angeles Olympics, is Pan American Airline's Papal connection.
Pan Am is the "official carrier" of
the Vatican Collections. Sounds
familiar?
IAN WARDROPPER brushed
aside such criticism, pointing to
the large scale and unprecedented
nature of the American tour. Of the
large American art tours, he said,
only King Tut was seen by more
people.

work was one of the
plundered - then returnthe French. One young
was much Impressed by its
matter and detail.
Why this one!
"Because he's getting his guts
out.''
SUCH A varied reaction to the
'Chlbltion didn't surprise Ian Warrapper. Because of the many ar t
>rms represented, he said, people
oming only for religious or arstlc reasons are "surprised" by
telr reaction to an unexpected art
•ort.
"There Is a crossover of artistic
>PPreclatlon," he said. "Most peole are surprised" by the design
nd space of the.galleries.
A pleasant surprise for some
f atlcan Collection visitors Is the
':IC!uslon of 20th century religious
.rt. WhUe the marble Egyptian
•ons, and the busts of a bull and
uU-coddess are visually striking,
nly the Roman statue of Antlnous
tauses one to tarry long in the final
rectlon, New Directions In Papal
~atronage and Collecting.
t YET, THE glassed-In 20th cenury art stops you. It faces across
o the anthropological objects sent
o the Eternal City by African,
\alan and New World missiontries. One Chicago suburbanite,
:ltlng Graham Sutherland's ex-

The hype was another matter.
"King Tut had Steve Martin, we
have Father Guido Sarducci," said
Wardropper.
THE CHICAGO Sun-Times now
features Papal art ticket giveaways - after printing a negative
review of the art. The San Francisco exhibit (Nov. 19-Feb. 19,
1984) will be sponsored, in part, by
cultural publicity-hungry oil corporations. But a final token of
Vatican a rt's acceptance into
American culture has come with
the cracking of Papal art jokes in
Loop taverns.
What is less amusing, however,
is the possibility that Papal art
may .never return to the United
States once it departs from San
Francisco. Because of the risk of
damage to its art, said Wardropper, the Vatican Collections (or
_any Papal art> may never make
the long trip again.
" I think it's fairly certain that
the Vatican will never let them
(the current works) or others leave
Italy again."
ALTHOUGH THE Caravagglo
will be seen later at the National
Gallery and some sculpture will be
exhibited in New Orleans," they
(the Vatican) are going to wait until the dust settles" before deciding
on any additional tours, said Wardropper.
In any case, a $4 Papal art ticket
beats the airfare to Rome. So when
In Chicago, do it !it the Art Institute, and do it before Oct. 16.

Study for the Crucifixion, a 20th Century painting by Grallam Sutherland.

Antlnous of Hadrian

The C hronicle wish c-.
to thank the

Art lnstiiUit'Of
Chicago for 11s

kmdness dnd
cooperation

Spec1al thanks
to lan Wardropper
and Kathr~· n Slocum ,

Public Rclat•ons

Lion Inscribed for Pharaoh Nectanebo I, 380 B.C.

Photo Opinion
What kind of social activities can be introduced here to improve a
s tudents social life?

Bob Bergsvlk - "A massive semester-end party In the

basement."

Terri King - " A school outing or event that will be held In
a park, or a school costume party for balloween In the
new lounge."

Mike Zventlna - "Co-ed wrestling, jello wrestling could
be very Interesting."

Dominick Scianna - " We pushed for a spo!U program
back In Spring of '81, that's the best way to ban students
together, and ethnic tests."

Krls Gryska - (AEMMP faculty) - "Posalbly forming
volleyball teams In the summer, and softball."

Tracie Glover - " Everybody likes foot~ and basketball games, some dances for the seasons, like Valentine's Day!"

a

ao.hon Bamwell - " A couple of annual parties, or how

Paul Ratanakua - "A achool trip to 10 camptnc out of

about a party bulletin board?"

atate."
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Horoscopes
by Dora J. Moore

ARIES:

Projects off to a slow start. Play game. Time Is on
your side.
TAURUS:
New friends, new places, you'll be on the go, here
and there. Career possibilities good.
GEMINI:
Romance and chance, this is a good time to let
yourself go. But Gemini, you tend to overdo
everything.
CANCER:
If you're feeling a little sluggish lately, have that
checkup that you've been putting off. All due to lack
ofrest.
.
LEO:
Whatever happens at home, leave it there. You'll be
much better off. Outside of the home has your best
interest at heart.
VIRGO:
That interesting person you met earlier this year is
back on the scene. It will be a n experience alright.
LIBRA:
Planning for the future is the best investment you
can make in yourself right now. Even though things
do seem a bit unstable now.
SCORPIO:
Everything seems to center around you, so it seems.
Whether It's at home or school, make the best of it.
SAGITTARIUS: Friends can either help you, or try to drain you. Do
try to find yourself middle ground.
CAPRICORN:
Money, money, that's all you've been hearing about
lately. Don't let the lack of it preoccupy your mind.
Things will straighten themselves out in time.
AQUARIUS:
If ideal does not seem practical, more than likely it
is not by any means. Don't waste time or money on
foolish things and people.
PISCES:
Social life in full gear . You don't seem to have time
for anything. Do find time to sort this all out.

Comics
by Gary Carlsen.

"IAilJ -~eltber give me that quarter or quit calling me atwo-bit
llumt"

I

He ' s an Obedie nce School Drop- out !

Get down to business faster.
With the BA-35.
If rherP.'s one thing business
students have always needed,
this is it: an affordable, business-oriented calculator.
The Texas Instruments
BA-35, the Student Business
Analyst.

calculations, amortizations

Its built-in business
The calculator is just parr
formulas let you perform
of the package. You also get
complicated fin ance,
a book that follows most
accounting and statistical
business courses: the Bwmess
functions - the ones that
Analyst Guidebook. Business
usually require a lot of time
professors helped us write it,
and a stack of reference books, to help you get rhe most uut
like present and future value of calculator and classroom.

(:OLUM~IA

COLLEGE RADIO

600 S. ~ICHICiAN A.Ve . CHlCA.UO IL. ~5

A powerful combmatton.

Think husiness. Wtth
and balloon payments.
The BA-35 means you
the BA-35 Student
1
spend les< time calculating, Busi ness Analyst.
and more time learning. One
keystroke takes the place
of many.

J;

V

TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.
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Columbia Chronicle

by Jolene Jones
Howdy, ya all. How was your
summer? I can bet that it wasn't
long enough. right? Well. .. look on
the br ight side, there's always next
year .
Boy. have I missed you all out
there. Your roving Entertainment
r eporter is ready, willing and able.
to start another yea r of lurking
around the corner s of the entertainment industry and report back
to you all the latest in the world of
show "biz"ness.
Unfortunately, all has been quiet
on the show "biz"ness front this
summer. Yes.) I has been too quiet.
Despite the slow summer in entertainment nationa ll y . CHICAGO
was I he "hot" spot to be during the
past few months. Most of the music
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industry's top sta r s managed to
find their way to "Everyone' s Kind
of Town ."
Poplar Creek enjoyed many of
the super star s. Just to name a
few ... BARRY MANILOW was in
fine form as he greeted a full house
in June. KENNY LOGGINS proved
that once is indeed enough. as he
avoided falling off the stage, this
lime. THE OAK RIDGE BOYS,
needless-to-say , were in perfect
h armony, and PAUL ANKA
demonstrated his amazing musical
ability that helped him survive In
the industry through the year s.
But elsewhere in Chicago. there
was was the California sur fing
sound of THE BEACH BOYS, the
dazzling energy of entert ainer
ANN-MARGARET, and of course

the pride of the South, ALABAMA.
So. there was plenty of music for
all ages and tastes.
Speak ing of ALABAMA. if you
missed their g r eat show at
Chicagofest. fear not. you can
catch the " Delight of D i xie." when
they come back to the Windy City
in November.
On their way also to Chicago Is
STYX, PETER ALLEN, GEORGE
CARLIN, LIBERACE, TONY
BENNETT, and GLEN CAMPBELL.
DUSTIN HOFFMAN is slated to
come to Chicago to sta r In the play
"Dea th Of a Salesman. " at the
Blackstone Theater Nov. 14-Dec.
10. If you thought that the lines
were long for ELIZABETH TAYLOR and RICHARD BURTON,
wail until DUSTY comes to town.
Since we're on the subject of
TAYLOR and BURTON. i f you
haven't caught their pl ay " Private
Lives" at the Shubert Theater yet,
better hurry and get tickets. Time
is running out. If you aren't able to
get tickets. you can be among the
spectator s who greet the superst ar s ever yday as they report for
work.
In HOORAY FOR HOLLYWOOD
News. Hollywood is still " REELI NG" from the fire at Paramount
Studios. The studio may have lost
some of the old sets like the famed
New York street set. but at least

they managed to rescue some, including the "STAR TREK III : In
Search of Spock" set. ...
HARRISON FORD Is feeling better after hurting his back and Is
busy applying finishing touches to
his INDIANA JONES sequel with
his buddy .. director STEVEN
SPIELBERG ...
Comedian EDDIE MURPHY
and comedienne JOAN RIVERS
are gearing up for their duties as
hosts for the EMMY AWARDS to
be broadcasted on NBC, Set Sept.
25 ...
KENNY ROGERS , LINDA
EVANS a nd BRUCE BOXLEITNER, ha ve co mpleted ...
whatelse.. " The Gambler 11. "
GEORGE HARRISON and
RINGO STARR, met with their old
singing partner PAUL McCARTNEY In London to discuss Mac's
new lilm, "Give My Regards To
Broad Street. " ...
BARBRA STREISAND Is finally
finishing up her problem -plagued
movie, ..Yenll. ··...
LIGHTS, CAMERA and ACTION
for som e upcoming lilms now in
production .... " Mr. Mom" star
MICHAEL KEATON is sta rring in
a spoof of gangster movies called
" Johnny Dangerously'' featuring
Oscar winner MAUREEN
STAPLETON as his " M om Kelly . " ... KIRK DOUGLAS ' son
MICHAEL will be co-starr ing with

KATHLEEN ,"Body Heat"
TURNER In a comedy entitled
" Romancing the Stone. " ...Comedian BILL MURRAY tackles his
first dramatic role In "The Razor's
Edge. " ...BILL MURRAY al so will
star with former " Saturday Night
Live" cast m e mber DAN
AKROYD In a comedy called
" Ghostbusters. " ... "Annie" star
AILEEN QUINN will star In a sequel "A nnie 11. " ...ALBERT FINNEY, JACQUELINE BISSET, and
''Brideshead Revisited " star ANTHONY ANDREWS combine their
talents for di r ector JOHN
HUSTON's new lilm "Under The
Volcano. " ... JEFF BRIDGES and
" Thornb i rds " star RACHEL
WARD team up in " Against All
Odds. " .. . Heartthrob ROBERT
REDFORD Is starring In " The
Natural" being shot in Buffalo,
N.Y .
On the AIR WAVES ... BARRY
GIBB, eldest brother of the pop
group the BEE GEES, denies that
the group is splitting up, even
though he is going solo for a while.
Barry has just signed an exclusive
deal with MCA Records for not only records. but lilm and cable productions as well.
Stay tuned for another chapter in
the continuing saga of a " VIEW
FROM THE BALCO!I{Y."
Till we meet again, " THAT'S
ENTERTAINMENT!"

Role reversal works in Mr. Mon1
by Ron Wojtecki
If there was one word to describe
"Mr. Morn ... it would be pr edict able.

But with a super cast and clever
writing. " Mr. Mom·· hecomes a
smooth. romantic comedy .
"Mr. Mom" is about a rising
young executive, Jack Butler,
played by the hilarious Michael
Keaton . a Detroit automotive
engineer who is handed his pink
slip at the office.
J ack comes home to his Caroline
I T eri Garr l and three little
children. But the situation is going
to get worse. When Ca roline
decides that maybe she should try
to g•!t a job, he bets her $100 that
he can get a job before she does,
and of course, loses the bet.
Jack then swaps his briefcase for
his wife's apron, as Caroline goes
to an old friend who is running an
adv•·rtising agency, and he <Marlin Mull) hires her in a flash. Unfortunately for Jack's sake, she

Michael Keaton with a strong-wUied vacuum cleaner named "Jaws."
I Photo courtesy of Twentieth-Century Fox)
becomes a whiz at cr eating commercials.
While Caroline is scoring points
at the office, Jack Is wiping up
after three boisterous kids, wrestling with a vacuum cleaner, on the
rampa~e nicknamed " Jaws,"

dodging a lusty divorcee and slowly becoming addicted to the torrid
melodrama of daytime soaps.
It ail sounds a bit obvious but
Keaton and Garr give outstanding
performances that makes the
movie a bi~ hit.

Keaton is the new kid on the
block. He has one supporting role
to his credit in the movie "Night
Shift," which co-starred Henry
"The Fonz" Winkler. Keaton's
character In that movie was a k id
whose mind was always hooked on
rock music and nothing el se. Jack
sort of resembles Billy "B lazae."
Jack is a young married man
who is way over his head in running the family and in business. He
wears a three-piece suit but he ·
would look more r ealistic in cutoffs and a T-shirt. Keaton's
character is a reminder of how
awesome the responsibilities of
marriage and being a young a
father are.
There are some familiar faces in
"Mr. Mom ." Ann Jiliian, who starr ed in the TV series " It's A L iving, " which was changed to " MakIng A Living," plays a lusty
brunette trying to convince a shy
Keaton that she is ready and willing to fortify his ego and his libido.
Christopher Lloyd, who Is best
known for his offbeat characteriza-

lion of the somewhat befuffled
Reverend J im on the hit TV series
"Taxi," plays the role of Larry.
Screenwriter John Hughes, a
former Chicagoan, has written a
cute script. Hughes was the former
editor of the National bampoon
humor magazine who wrote some
of that publication's funniest bits.
Keaton and Garr work great
together in " Mr Mom." There
seems to be some k ind of chem istry heated up when the two act
together. Keaton gives us more
than laughs in " Mr. Mom ... He can
take a character and make it into
something special. And Garr
shows her professional experience
in acting by making a character be
kind and faithful.
Garr, who was nominated for
best supporting actress last year in
" Tootsie," has appeared as the
housewife/ mother in such films as
" Close Encounters or The Third
Kind," "Oh God" and " The Black
Stallion ." She also starred in " One
From The Heart" and " The
Sting."

C.C's curtain ready to rise
by Ron W oJtecki
Ease on down to Columbia' s
Theater/ Music Center where the
1983-114 theater season opens with
four productions.
Under the dircctu>n of Sheldon
Patinkl n. artiStiC <hrcctor of the
center and chairman of the
theater/ mu "c •lepartment, two
muSical s a nil two pl;•ys will he per f•>rmed at the ~:leventh Street
Theatr·r , f,2 ~; II th St
Colum h~t • 's produt twns wil l contmuc lo ff•;JltJ f C guP~l d i n •(' tOrS unO
gue!o,l art1s t' from C h1ca ~o·s profc!o(siontJI lhf•tatcr community work

ing with students
lion• .

111

all pruduc

lions of justice, mercy and
forgiveness.
Co lumbia ' s production of
" Detecti ve Story" w ill star guest
artists Dennis Farina. Rondi Reed
and Vince Viverito and wi ll be codirected by J eff Perry and Tom irwin .
The joyou s 1954 llroadwa y
musical, "The Pajama Game,"
will open Sunday, Dec. 4. "The Pajama Game" is about labor problems In a pajama factory when
the new foreman falls In love with
the head of the gricvm1ce committee. The script Is by George Ahhott ;md ltichard II issei I.

:w

The score ror "The Pajama
(;arne" Includes all lime ra vorttcs
as " Hernando' s ll lllcaway,"

with " flt!tcctlve St11ry," Sidney
K i ng~~ley '• 1114!1 natur;!li• tlc pollee
melodram;• w t in a Nl!w York City
M,uad rr~nn on f.l Humme r niJ(hl.
Killer., thlevcA, abortionists,
lawyerA, victims and wltncKOc• all
• pend time here on their way to
wor~~e or t>etier or more of the
same Tlw r>lay deal • with queM-

" Steam Heat," " Hey , There,"
" I ' m Not At All In L ove" and " This
Is M y Once-A-Year J>ay ." Columhla'• production will Ktar guest artist• f' rank f' arrell and Isabell a
Hofmann.
The third production Is "The
Busic Trnlnlng Of Puvlo Ilummcl," David ftuhc'• Nearing IIHIIJ

'rhf; !«!i.I Stm op(·nK Sund::.y , Oct

Vietnam tragedy about the life and
death of a young soldier, an
unknowing victim of the world.
The production will open on Sunday, M arch 18.
" The Basic Training Of Pavlo
Hummel" is the first of Rabe's
Vietnam trilogy, which includes
"S li c k s A n d S t o ne s" and
" Streamers. " Colum bia 's production of Pavlo Hammel will be
dir ected by Terry Kinney who
directed the hi ghly praised production of "Streamers" last season.
Columbia' s 8:!-84 season closes
with "The Wiz," the 1975 rock ver sion of " The Wizard Of Oz" by
Charlie Smalls and William f'.
Brown . It Is hoth a black and comic
vision of the Frank Baum classic
which has proved as popul ar and
as entertaining as the original. As
Dorothy and her friends " Ease On
Down The Roud," one renllzes how
truly univcrsnl the ciussic story is.
"The Wlz" will open on Sunday
April 29 und will star guest artist
.Jackie Tuylor and will be co·
produced by Gregory Williams.

Each production will have 16
performa nces, including five
previews on Tuesdays through
Saturdays with openings at 7: 00
p.m., Sundays. Ail other performances will have an 8: 00 p .m .
curtain. Following the Sunday
openings, r egular performances
will be Wednesdays through Sundays for two weeks.
In the downtown area, the 1983-84
theater season will be filled with
some great productions.
The Arie Crown and Shubert
l'heater will get most of the attention In September and early October with arrival of two smash
plays and four top stars.
Mickey Rooney and Ann Miller
will appeur In the ~ mash hit
"Sugar Babies" at the Arle Crown .
Richard Burton nnd Elizabeth
Taylor will be r eunited professionally in Noel Cowurd's "Private
Lives. " The play i s about a couple
who meet on adjoining balconies in
a hotel in the south of France
where both nrc honeymooning with
their rcspoctive spouses.

There will be an anniversary
celebrated on October 3rd at the
Goodman Theater . Lorraine
Hansberry's "A Raisin In The
Sun" will commemorate the 25th
anniversary of this great Chicago
drama.
Other plays slated for the upcoming season will include George
Bernard Shaw' s classic comedy
"Candida " and a prem iere by
Nigerian poet and play wright Woie
Soylnka .
The Goodman Theater studio
season opens on November 2nd
with a Chicago engal(ement of the
Bread and Puppet T heater, who
have been creating gr and scal e
productions around the world for
twenty years. Also. the annual production of " A Christmas Carol" is
always a big hit with Goodman
subscribers.
·
The new Merrill Lynch Dance
Series will present three of
America's tlnestdance companies.
The Hubbard Street D11nce Com·
pany, the Pilobolus Dance Theater
nnd the Lnr Lubovltch Dance Com·
pony will be featured in this aeries.
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Laser beam.s revolutionize m.usic
by Terri King
"It's revolutionary! Imagine,
playtna music by laser beam In
your own home!" This Is what people are saylna about the new com·
pact dlsca and disc players that
may change the recording Industry
forever.
The Compact Disc < CD ~. a
11t1all, shlney. metal disc almost
five Inches In diameter. is in·
destructible. It Is encoded with
billionS or bumps called " pits"

when it is recorded, and the pits
represent up to an hour or music on
a single side. A definite advantage
or the CD is that it is only 1/ 6 the
size or a conventional record and
requires virtually no care at all.
The digital encoded disc Is seal·
ed with a $}lin, transparent layer of
protective plastic and then read by
a small laser beam to decode the
disc and reproduce the sound. The
laser reads the Inform ation orr the
disc without touching it. The
result, according to Dave Osen·
berg, a sales clerk at Rose Records

PbaM Linear compact disc player. <Photo by Pete RlndskopO

about the disc skipping like
on Wabash Ave., Is perfect sound. George Benson.
" Phillips and Sony jointly records do when people are dane·
No surface noise. no lead-In noise.
and no distortion. " The clarity is developed the CO's and they really ing close to the system ...
are something," according to a
great," he said.
Basic all y. the only disud ·
distributor lor Phase Linear. one
Although It appears complicat· or the makers of the digital audio vantal(es seem to be the l'OSt of the
ed. the CD player operates as easi· disc players. "But they're not go- d1scs and the d1sc players. the
ly as a cassette player. However, ing to tum the public's opinion orr limited supply of available d1scs.
the cost or a CD player is much
to records overnight. All this really and there 1s nothing develoJX'<l as
more than an average cassette means is that technology is coming of yet that enables you to record
player.
into our lives quicker. and in more for yourself. However. none of
CD players range between $850 ways than one. People will be these disadvantages appear to be
to $1000 right now. "By Christmas, amazed at how good the sound is unsolvable.
the cost or the players should be and how convenient these discs
Will we soon be saying. "Beam
down around $500," said Osenberg. are. and you can stop worrying another disc on. Scotty?"
" But despite the high cost or the
players now, the discs have been
selling like crazy!" CO's range in
price !rom $18 to $24 and are
available at limited stores in and
around the city.
Michael Jackson's "Thriller,"
Linda Rondsladt's greatest hits.
ABC, Dexy's Midnight Runners,
Quarternash, Bruce Springsteen.
Toto, and Earth, Wind and Fire are
some of the pop selections and ar·
lists available on compact discs.
There is also a selection ol
classical music available on CO's,
including The Chicago Symphony
Orches tra. recordings by Luciano
Pavarottl. Allred Brendel, and
Placido Domingo. Jazz a r tists in·
Audio compact discs. <Photo by Pete RlndskopO
eluded on CO's are AI Jarreau, and

Black m.usic center in planning
by Terri King
In ellorts to provide a better and
more rounded education, Colum·
bta College this ra n can boast
about a new progra m that Is bound
to be a successful and rewarding
experience.
Collete Preslt:lent Mike Alexan·
drorr last month announced the
development or a Center Cor Black
Music Research effective this fall.
The Center , according to a n
August press release. will include
a "black American music research
and scholarship program. " and
will be headed by internationally
known black American music

scholar, Dr. Samuel A. Floyd Jr.
Dr. Floyd, formerly director
(and founder ) ol the Institute lor
Research in Black American
Music at Fisk University, will
teach a course titled " Black
American Music History from 1800
to Now" · in addition to developing
the center Cor black American
music research.
" With Sam Floyd taking charge
or this errort," said Alexandrorr.
" we feel we will soon establish Col·
umbia as the premier black music
program in the country."
According to Dr. Floyd, the
center is still in its developmental
stages with the immediate plan be·
ing to have the center operationa l

within a year . "Columbia has the
best chance or this being the first.
Cully successful progra m or this
kind." said Floyd, "Other schools
have tried, but they have been un·
successful. We hope to branch out
into many other areas, including
performa nce. lecture se n es ,
awards programs. and research."
Floyd said, he hopes to develop
and have resource materials on
hand for students. faculty, and out·
siders to research the history or
black American music. "Our goal
is to develop a library and resource
center to attract scholars in the
field to do research." said F loyd,
" We are seeking involvement in
publications. concerts and recor·

dings, as well as educating the bes t teresling lor Columbia s tudents."
research-oriented scholars in the said one lemale advertising major,
field of black American music."
" I had a Rock·n·roll Composition
An author. and editor or music class in h igh school . so why not a
books and journa ls, Dr. F loyd was cente r for black music research?"
also a field interviewer Cor the
All but one student surveyed ,
Sm ithsonia n lns titulion's J azz
Oral His tory Project. Floyd receiv· favored the program. " I really
ed his M.M.E . a nd Ph.D. from don't think il's in high de mand
Southern Illinois University a t Car· here. so I can't see it being that big
or a success, but it's de linitely an
bondale .
" I look forward to this new opportunily lor students to learn or
cha llenge," said Floyd. "and I research things outside or the s ta n·
hope everyone will eventua lly look dard curriculum." replied a male
photography student. ·
into this to see what it's all about. "
In a casual s urvey, rive out or six
M the present time. a location
s tudents favored the development has not been decided ror the black
of the black music research cenler. music research centrr. according
" I think It'll be great. and very in· to the Theater/ Music department.

Computers are a must to survive
by Peter Rindskopf
" It's gotna- to be something that
everybody will have to know some

lnConnalloo about but we don't
pretend to make you wiurds In
just one course. It wUJ give you an
Idea on what you're likely to encounter once you leave Columbia,
and what you have to know to survive In the workplace over the next
couple of years because It's going
to be changing dramatically."
Donald Carter can only be talking
about one thing, the computer
classes at Columbia.
As new Academic Computer Coordinator at Columbia College,
Carter will be coordinating the
COmputer Literacy and l ntroduclloo to f>Tosramming In BASIC
tBectnners All-Purpose Symbolic
lnstruct.loo Code I courses In the
All-Campus Programs Depart·
meaL and be will o•-ersee computes" courses In other depart·
mmls.

BIGHT INSTRUCI'ORS will be
two courses. ODe IJ>.

teediiD& the

structor has a PH.D. in computer " It 's strictly an introduction BASIC is enlirely devoted to proscience, four Instructors each have course," Carter said. " It will give gramming. Sludents who haven't
an M.A. , and Carter is finishing his you a taste or whal programming had a ny experience on computers
whatsoever should take Computer
M.A. In computer science at is."
COMPUTER LITERACY is a re- Literacy fi rst.
DePaul.
There won't be a textbook in
Columbia had purchased 22 quired course Cor all new students
Monroe OC-3820 llficro Processors errectlve this semester.
Computer Literacy, Carter said.
Introduction to Programming in " We have a ton or manuals that are
costing about $3,700 each, accord·
lng to Carter. "The computers are
easy to use; they're business
machines, and the orientation is
toward business." he said. " For
student use such as a word processor, they're great machines...
This is the second semester that
Columbia has had computer
courses in the All-Campus Programs Department. There are 12
sectlons or Computer Literacy
courses and two sections or In·
t:roductloo to Programming in
BASIC. Both courses have two labs
and an instruction lab on the fourth
Door. Computer Literacy deals
with word processing. data base
managemeru.. suber calc "'' hlch ts
an electroolc spread shed that's
/
aed for budgeting and ClnaDctaJ
-"
planning. some gnpblcs. and a
Don Carter, ClOOrdlnator for the computer courses at Columbia. <PboCD
by Peter RIDdKopO
beCIJ>olDg tntroductloo to BASIC.

published by the manufacturer or
each soltware program. On thing I
intend to do, along with the instruc·
tors, is to have a summary of a ll
lhe dilferent manuals, and then
send them orr to the printer a nd
have it bound, and then be sold In
the book store so it would be easier
to follow," he said.
CARTER SAID the print in the
screen on the Monroe OC-11820 is
formed by little red dots. " It's line
for doing computer stu!!. but you
wouldn't want to send your res ume
to a company, or you may not want
to tum in a paper to an instructor ,"
he sa1d . " We will have a letter·
quality printer in the student lab so
1t can be used to print out your
term paper or research paper or
anything."
Bes 1des the two com puter
courses in the All-Campus Pro
grams Departmer.t. there are two
othe r courses, one 1n the Jour·
nahsm Department called Editing
on Computers, and one In the
AE :MM P Department called Com·
puler Uses for the Business or the
Arts.
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Sox are winning ugly
like the present White Sox are do' of the season," said LaRussa. "W•
seemed to get our act tocetblt'
Ing.
If there was one difference be- prior to the All-Star break."
Pennant fever has hit Chicago
The White Sox have set an aDwith s.uch excitement that the city tween the "59" and " 83" White
Sox, It would be pitching. The 1959 time season attendance record bJ
Is on the verge of cardiac arrest.
The White Sox are the talk of the Sox had great pitchers in Early drawing over 2 million fans.
As the White Sox begin the queet
town. Every place you go, bars, Wynn - and Billy Pierce. But the
restaurants, schools, work places "83" club has four starters that are for the pennant next week, lbe
and just anywhere, people believe doing an excellent job. It's a total chance of winning a World Series II
team effort.
not too far away.
DePaul basketball fans are hap- this could be their year.
by Ron Wojtecki
If it happens, the celebratiOD
There are so many great
The Go-Go Sox of 1959, the last
PY these days, because top Blue
could
take days, maybe even a
"On The Sidelines" is a new col- Demon recruiter and assistant time they won the pennant, had a moments this season, but what
week.
umn that will view the wide world coach Jim Molinari decided to stay great last month of the season, just sticks out the most are Greg Luzin-.
ski's home runs over the roof.
of sports.
on.
"It's a privilege to be in the same
Runners from across the country
Alter receiving an oller to join
class of hitters who hit home runs
will embark for Chicago to partici- the basketball stall at Kentucky,
over the roof in Comiskey Park,"
pate in the 7th Annual America's Molinari decided to remain at
said Luzlnski, who hopes to belt a
Marathon/ Chicago 1983 on Oct. 16. DePaul.
few more.
The 1983 race will attract top
Molinari, 28, said he wanted to
It seems ironic that fans now
long-distance runners represent- stay at DePaul because of being inhave nothing but praise for the
ing live continents as well as the volved in the recruiting area and to
Sox, but the beginning part of the
cream-of-the-crop from the USA.
move up to the No. I assistant's
season was a different story.
Last year's winners, Greg Meyer pos iti on when - Joey Me yer
When the Sox slatted (he season
and Nancy Conz, will return to de- becomes head coach In 1984-85.
on a losing note, fans and the
fend their titles. Meyer is an
" By staying at DePaul, I have a
media
were pointing fingers at
America's Marathon/ Chicago chance to be Involved in trying to
Manager Tony LaRussa. The
course record-holder with a time of make DePaul a national contender
chant was " fire LaRussa, fire
2:10:59 in-1982.
every year," said Molinari.
LaRussa." Well, the chant now is
The grueling 26.2 mile course
Sportsvlslon plans to air prep
"LaRussa for manager of the
wUI start at 9: IS a .m. at the base of football games and other prep
year."
the Plca~o sculpture at Daley sports this fall. The games will
It just shows that when a team is
Plaza and end hours later in Lin- feature teams from the Public and
not winning the blame is on the
coln Park.
Catholic League.
manager.
Speaking of TV sports, NCAA
The purse is Increased over last
" It is better to lose games at the
year to $135,000, making it one of football will be on the three major
start of the season than at the end
the wealthiest road races in networks, plus three cable netbecause the momentum will be
America. The top 20 male finishers works. CBS and ABC plans weekly
with you at the end, not at the start
Greg Luzlnskl
Tony LaRussa
will split $77,000 in prize money, coverage, while NBC has rights to
while the top IS females will divide some of the major bowl games.
WTBS will telecast a game of the
the remaining $57,000.
Beatrice Foods will once again week. ESPN will show UCLA and
sponsor the marathon with most of Notre Dame football. And the USA
the proceeds going to the Chicago Cable Network will cover some college football games.
Boys Clubs.
fourteen starters returning from · coach Mike Pols is looking for, and
A Matteson, Illinois college stu- by Ron Wojtecki
Meyer, who overtook Kenyan
last year's 10-1 squad, including he..!!!!ght have it in the of'5nse Th~
dent is the 1983 recipient of the BilAll·City wide re celver Demp3ey
talent IS at tne w1ae rece ver spo
F or the first time in m any years,
ly Welu PBA SchOlarship Award.
with tightend Walter Smith, wide
Jerrylin Edwards, 21, Is a senior the Public League could be a Norman.
in
overtaking
the
receiver
Jerome Smylie and end
realistic
threat
Right behind Tilden is Robeson,
at Penn State University and actwho lost to Gull!ord last year for Mike Brown.
ing coordinator for the Penn State Catholic League in prep football.
There are teams in the Public the Class SA championship.
King wlll be a tough competitor
Bowling Club.
The PBA annually awards the League that have the potential of Robeson has a big front line with to Tilden and Robeson despite starscholarship to a college student extinguis hing t h e Cat h olic an explosive back in Craig McKen- ting 3-4 seniors. They have a juni_gr
squad that could be unbeatable
who combines outstanding bowling League's lire power with some of zie.
ability in collegiate competition its own heat.
Simeon lost 26 of 38 players but next season.
with academic excellence. The
The three top city Catholic coach AI Scott has filled the gaps
The Schurz Bulldogs have the
Scholarship was established In 1975 League schools are Mount Carmel, with skilled players. Scott needs state's leading scorer In halfback
to honor the late Bllly Welu, a Gordon Tech and St. Rita.
four victories to reach 100 career James Marable (1,300 yards, 26
charter member of the association.
Mount Carmel is the 1982 Class wins.
TDsl and a stronk front tine. Coach
Chicago's Jeff Michels, the U.S. SA semi-finalist. The Caravan
A traditional winning spirit could Frank Preo plans to give Marable
wieghtlifter who was stripped of returns with an awesome offensive
'
continue for the Lane Tech Indians the ball35-40 Urnes a game.
three gold medals at the Pan unit.
this season. Coach Sam Bronswick
American games, was interviewed
The surprise of the Public
Gordon Tech has a powerful and feels his defense Is the key to a sucby Channel 2 Sportscaster Johnny huge defensive unit. The only quesLeague might be Harper. The CarMorris as he got oil the plane. tion mark Is at the quarterback cessful season, quarterback Dave dinals return 15 starters from a $-3
Greg Meyer
Eglet could be a passing threat.
When Morris asked Michels how he position.
squad. Halfback Craig Clark (1,367
Joe Nzau with three miles remain- felt on being stripped of his
Julian has won three Public yards, 14 TDs) and quarterback
Coach Pat Cronin has lead his St.
ing In the 1982 race, will try to win medals, Michels went Into his gym
League titles in four years. Coach Ken Smith (1,831 yards, 14 TDs)
Rita
Mustangs
to
championships
In
the title again.
will be the offensive weapons.
bag and pulled out the three
1963, 1971 and 1978. The 1983 season J .W. Smith ha_s a great ollense led
by quarterback Bernard ThompA former NAAU cross country medals. It seems Michels should could bring his fourth .
Rounding out the potential
have
pulled
a
Pan
American
ofchampion at the University of
Here Is an outlook on the Public son and halfbacks Dion Dyson and powerhouse's In the Public League
Smith
may
start
Walter
Brandon.
Michigan, Meyer has established !lclal out of his bag.
is Taft. Coach Dave Zalinski has a
And as the 1983 regular baseball League's top teams.
hlmsel! as a premier runner, setgood passer In Ted Gelov and an
The best team in the Public 12 underclassmen.
ting American and world records season !lnally ends this week, two Lea~ue could be Tilden. They have
Punch
is
a
word
that
Sullivan
experienced
frontline.
along the way. He Is accustomed to players are retiring alter years
years
of
service.
Cincinnati
and
winning everything In his sights.
Reds catcher and infielder Johnny
Following America 's Mara- Bench and Boston Red Sox outthon/Chicago 1983, Meyer wlll !lelder Carl "Yaz" Yazstremskl.
compete on the U.S. Olympic One day they wlll be inducted in
Team In the marathon alongside baseball's Hall of Fame. Thanks
Alberto Salazar.
for the memories guys.
by Ron Wojtecki

City football gains ground
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